




INTRODUCTION 

Please take a few minutes to read 

this manual carefully. 

Proper maintenance and operation of this 

machine can provide better service. 





IMP。RTANT INSTRUCTI。NS

When switching on the appliance for the first time, allow it to run at full power for about two 

hours to get rid of the unpleasant smell. Make su陪 that the room in which the appliance is 

located is well ventilated during this operation. It is normal for the appliance to emit small 

cracking sounds when you tum it on if the而rst time. 

1. Read all instructions before using this heater.

2. This heater is hot when in use. To avoid bums, do not let bare skin touch hot surfa。es.

Use handle when moving the unit. Keep刊ammable materials such as fumitu阻， pillows,

bedding, papers, clothes, and cu同ains at least 3 feet (0.9 m) from the front and top of the 

heater and keep them away from the sides and rear of the heater. Keep the 陪ar grille 

away骨。m walls or d阳pes so as not to bl。ck the air intake. 

3. Ext陪me caution and supe『vision is necessary when any heater is used near child『·en

。「 invalids and whenever the heater is left 。perating and una忧：ended.

4. Always unplug heater when not in use.

5. Do not use any heater with a damaged cord or plug or after the heater malfuncti。ns 。r

has been dropped or damaged in any manner. Discard heater or 陪turn to an authorized 

service阳cility for examination and/or 陪pair.

6. Do not use outdo。阳．

7. This heater is not intended for use in bathrooms, laundry areas or other similar indoor

locations. Never locate heater where it may fall into a bathtub or other water container. 

8. Do not run co叫under carpeting. Do not cover cord with throw rugs，阳nners，。r similar

coverings. Do not route cord under furniture or appliances. Arrange cord away from traffic 

areas and place it where it will not be tripped over. 

9. To disconnect heater, tum controls to o·霄，then 陪move plug from outlet.

10. This applian臼has a polarized plug （。ne blade is wide「 than the other). This plug is

intended to fit a polarized 。utlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, 

陪1verse the plug. If it still does not fit, consult a qualified electrician. Do not connect the 

heater to extension cords, surge protectors, time陪， direct breakers, or an outlet with other 

appliances connected to the same outlet. Risk of由re, overheat, malfunction, property 
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damage, i咱ury，，。r even death may result if not adhe陪d to! 

刊. Connect to properly polarized outlets onl弘

12. Do not insert or allow foreign o时ects to enter ventilation or exhaust openings, as this

may cause an electric shock or fi阻，or damage the heater.

13. To prevent a possible fi陪， do not block air intakes or exhaust in any manner. Do not

use on soft surfaces, like a bed, where openings may become blocked.

14. A heater has hot and arcing or spa『king parts inside. Do not use it in areas where

gasoline, paint，。r刊ammable liquids are used or stored. 

15. Use this heater only as desc时bed in this manual. Any other use not recommended by

the manufacturer may cause fire, elect时c shock, i叫ury to persons or 。ther damage to 

prope此y.

16. This heate『must be plugged into a 120叽 15 amp (o『 more) circuit of its own. Nothing

else 臼n be plugged into the same ci『cuit. If unsure if you home meets this specification, 

consult a ce『tified electrician prior to use. Risk of fire, overheat, malfunction, prope即

damage, i咱ury, o「 even death may result if not adhered to ! 

17. To prevent ova「load and blown fuses, be sure that no othe「 appliance is plugged into

the same outlet o「 into anothe「 outlet wired into the same circuit. 

18. It is normal fo「 the heater’s plug and ∞时to feel warm to the touch. A plug or c。M that

becomes hot to the touch or becomes distorted in shape may be a result of a worn 

elect「i臼I outlet. Worn outlets or re四p恒cles shm」 Id be repla四d prio「 to further use of the 

heate「. Plugging heate『 into a wom outlet/receptacle may 陪suit in ove「heating of the 

power cord or fire. 

19. Ensure the heate『 is on a stable, secure su厅ace to eliminate the potential of tipping

。，ver.

20. Always plug heaters directly into a wall outlet/receptacle. Never use with an e对ension

co时0『『elocatable power tap (outlet /powe『st『ip).

21. Be sure that the plug is fully inse『ted into appropriate 陪cep恒cle. Please remember

that receptacles also deteri。用te due to aging and contim』ous use: check periodi臼lly for

signs of ove『heating or defo『mations evidenced by the plug. Do not use the re臼p恒cle

and CALL you「 elect『ician.
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22. Check that neither the applian锦 nor the power臼ble has been damaged in any way

during transpor回tion.

23. Make SU陪 that no pieces of polysty陪ne o「 other packaging material have been left

between elements of the applian阻 It may be necessary to pa臼 over the appliance with

a vacuum cleaner.

24. This appliance is not intended fo「 use by persons (including children) with 『educed

physical, sensory or mental 佣pabilities，。「lack of experience and knowledge, unle臼

they have been given supervision or instruction con四ming use of the appliance by a

person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do

not play with the applian臼 ．

CAUTION:To p用vent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide slot，仇』lly insert.

PARTS & ACCESS。RIES

Parts 

鱼曲·

圈
-----一…一

Electric Fireplace Stove Heater User Manual 

Access。ries

市 ＇ Sc陪WS X 16 

* Attenti。n: （”＋”） screwdriver (not included)
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SPECIFICATI。NS

Model No. 

Item Name 

Rated Voltage 

Rated Power 

Two Setting 

Safy Protection 

Heating Element 

Net Weight 

Product Size 

PR1。DUCT DIAGRAM 

Mesh Opening Door 

Control Panel 

Ai「。utlet
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SFP203C 

Electric Fireplace Stove Heater 

120V (60Hz) 

1500W 

Low/High 

Overheat Auto－。何

Heating Wi陪

18.52 LBS 

22.05x11.42x25 inch 

Handle 

Realistic Log Set 

and Embe『 Bed



。1VERHEAT PR。1TECTI。N

This heater is protected with an overheat protection that switches o何the appliance 

automatically in 臼se of overheat, e.g. due to the total or pa叫al obstruction of the grids. 

In this 臼阔， unplug the appliance, wait about 30 minutes for it to cool and remove the 

object which is obst阳cting the grids. Then switch it back on as described above. 

The applian四 should ope『ate normally. Should the problem persist, please contact the 

customer se『vice.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

Attention: ALWAYS make SU陪 the unit is unplugged befo陪 beginning assembly! 

NEVER move o「 clean the heater, o『 change the bulbs, while it is plugged in. 

(1). Ca陪fullytum the STOVE (A) upside d。wn and lay it on a clean soft sur阳ce.

(2). lnse此the TAB of one LEG (B) into the SLOT in the comer of the stove frame. 

(3). Thread three SCREWS (C) through the holes in the leg and into the stove f阳me.

Partial!叭ighten the sc阳，ws with a Phillips SC用，wdriver.

(4). Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for the other three legs. 

(5). Check the alignment and tighten all 8 sc陪ws securely with the screwd「iver.

DO NOT over-tighten the sc阳，ws.

ALWAYS attach the feet before using! NEVER plug in or operate this unit if the feet are 

not secL』阻lyattached! 
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PRE PARAT I。N

Place the heater on a firm, level surface and plug into a 120V 60Hz power outlet. And tum 

on the power switch in the rear of the unit. Insert 2 AAA batteries into the remote control 

before using (Ba忧：eries Not Included) 

。PERATION FUNCTIONS 

Control Panel: Lo臼悔d at the lower 『ight comer of the insert. Open the door to aα::ess it. 

�·o; �·o; 
创

门H二
Thermostat Flame In悔nsity 。FF

OPERATING YOUR HEATER 

c。ntr。l Panel Functi。ns

CON TR，。L OPERATI。N I FUNCTION 

由

h村U
。N /OFF 

ON:P「ess the power switch ON. The power indicator light will glow, 

and the刊ame e仔act will tum on. 

。FF: Press the p。wer switch OFF. All functions will turn o仔．

_Q; 
Flame Intensity 

FLAME 

INTENSITY 

FLAME INTENSITY : This knob controls the brightness of the 

flame effect. Tum the knob to the right (High) to brighten the flame 

effect .Turn the knob to the left (Low) to dim the flame e悔ct.

(N。，fE: The 。N/OFF switch tum the flame effect on and off. 

The flameef伽ctwill not tum o何unless the power is turned 。何．｝
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THERMOSTAT : This knob controls the thermostat that turns the heat 

on and o仔to maintain the desired temperature. 

Turn the knob to the desired setting. The heat will tum on and o仔

automatically to maintain the set temperature. 

Thenno剖at

To lower the temperature，『otate the knob阳『ther counte问lockwise

towards the LOW(le·筒） position. 

To 阻ise the tempe阳1tu陪，rotate the thermostat knob clockwise 
THERMOSTAT towards the HIGH(right) position

( NOTE : If the ro。m temperature is highe『 than the thermostat 

setting, the Therm。stat heater will n。t tum 。n.)

N。1TICE

When the heat function is used for the简陋t time, a slight odor may be 

present. This is normal and shm』Id not occur again unless the heater 

is not used for an extended period of time. 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 

& 

& 

& 

ALWAYS turn the heater OFF and unplug the power co时from the outlet 

before cleaning, changing the light bulbs, or moving this stove. Failure to do 

so could 陪suit in electric shock, fire, or personal i时U『y.

NEVER immerse in water or sp阻y with wate「. Doing so could result in elect「ic

shock，何悔， 。r personal injury. 

Risk of electric shock ! DO NOT OPEN the main panels ! 

No user-serviceable parts Inside ! 
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CLEANING 

Metal: Bt』何using a soft cloth, slightly dampened with a citrus oil-based product. 

DO NOT use brass polish or household cleane『s as these will damage the metal. 

Glass: Use glass cleaner and d『y thoroughly with a paper towel。「lint-f1陪e cloth. 

NEVER use abrasive cleansers or any cleaner that could scratch the sur旬ce.

Plastic: Wipe with a slightly damp cloth and a mild solution of dish soap and warm water. 

Ven悟：Use a vacuum or duste「 to remove dust and dirt from the heater and vent areas. 

ST。RAGE

Store heater in a clean d『y place when not in use. 
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